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Abstract. This chapter is dedicated to manipulation of nanostructures inside a scanning electron microscope
employed for real-time tribological measurements. Different approaches to force registration and calculation
of static and kinetic friction are described. Application of the considered methodology to Au and Ag
nanoparticles, as well as ZnO and CuO nanowires, is demonstrated. Advantages and limitations of the
methodology in comparison to traditional AFM-based manipulation techniques are discussed.

19. 1 Introduction
Macroscopic laws of friction had been thoroughly studied during last centuries. Recently significant progress
was made in research of friction phenomena at the atomic scale. However, it is important to improve our
understanding of tribological behaviour of nanoscale and mesoscale structures and systems, in order to
provide both fundamental and practical knowledge for emerging numerous applications in nanotechnology.
These structures are typically too complex to be modelled from atomic/molecular point of view, and at the
same time too small, so that the macroscopic models often break down. Therefore strong demands arise for
advanced experimental and modelling techniques aimed to provide more information on characteristics of
investigated nanoobjects (nanoparticles, nanorods, nanowires, nanotubes, etc.).
Tribological characterization of nanostructures often implies controllable displacement of investigated
objects. In contrast to macroscopic objects, where large fraction of applied energy is spent to overcome
inertia of a body to put it to motion, at the nanoscale most of the energy is dissipated on adhesion and static
friction forces. Taking into account the contact area dependence of the nanoscale friction [1], it is extremely
important that the investigated nanostructures have well-defined geometry and atomically smooth surfaces.
Typical objects in the nanotribological studies comprise various types of nanoparticles (NPs) or nanowires
(NWs).
NP material can be chosen in a wide range from noble metals to metal oxides, sulphides, halides, etc. By
choosing a proper synthesis method, the NP shape and size can be well controlled. For example, gold NPs
can be produced in tetrahedral, decahedral, icosahedral shapes and size from several to a few hundred
nanometres. Using thermal or laser assisted annealing the faceted NPs can be transformed into spherical ones
[2]. Moreover, complex core-shell structures [3, 4] with core consisting of inorganic nanoparticles
surrounded by inorganic or organic materials as a shell can be investigated.
NWs of metal (e.g. gold, silver, etc.) or covalent materials (e.g. silicon, indium arsenide, zinc oxide, etc.) can
be fabricated monocrystalline having well-defined shape [5-8], which makes them good candidates for
nanotribological experiments. Being nanoscale in one dimension, NWs are ideal objects bridging nano and
microscale. Moreover, the profile of NW during the manipulation experiments can be used as a tool for
measuring friction force, significantly expanding assortment of experimental techniques [9].
The most common instrument used for the manipulation of nanostructures is an atomic force microscope
(AFM). AFM enables a high level of control over the applied force and precise manipulation. However, it has
several limitations. AFM can be used either for visualisation or manipulation. Therefore only initial and final
positions of the object can be determined, while intermediate data are missing. AFM manipulations are also
time consuming, since it is necessary to take image of manipulated NP before and after displacement.

It is possible to integrate AFM with SEM and perform in situ manipulations and frictional measurements for
nanostructures. There are several commercial SEM-compatible AFM instruments [10, 11]. In such approach
prominent AFM features are complemented with advantages of SEM. Independent visualization and
manipulation functions provide real-time observation of the behaviour of the objects during the manipulations
and simultaneous recording of the interaction force. Visual guidance is especially important for manipulation
of 1D nanostructures like NWs or nanotubes (NTs). It is possible to observe the profile evolution of a NW
during its initial displacement and find degree of elastic deformation of the NW translated over substrate
surface. In addition, SEM enables to identify rolling, sliding, or rotational motions of nano objects during
manipulations. Moreover, SEM provides vacuum environment, excluding the humidity effect on tribological
measurements. In combined AFM-SEM systems imaging can be realized both with scanning electron beam
or AFM probe. However, for inside-SEM tribological studies AFM is mainly used for manipulations and
force measurements. In this case the feedback is not essential and the whole set-up can be significantly
simplified. The last concept together with application examples will be introduced in more details in the
following sections.

19.2 Section I: Instrumentation
19.2.1 Nanomanipulators
A typical nanomanipulation system consists of a sharp needle (tip) and a positioning device that enables a
displacement of the tip. Very precisely controlled movement of the tip is an essence of nanoscale
experiments. Nanomanipulation system should provide both coarse positioning (mm range) and precise (nm
range) motion of the probe relative to substrate. Some commercially available nanomanipulators, such as e.g
3D Manipulators by SmarAct GmbH [12], combine both functions in one device using inertial piezo slider
principle. However, separation of coarse and fine motions is preferable because of stability and precision
reasons. The coarse movements can be realized either manually using precise screws, or can be automated by
means of piezo-, stepper- or servo motors. For fine movements piezo actuators (scanners), providing down to
subangstrom motion resolution, are commonly utilized. Among them, a tubular scanner design combining XY-Z motion in a single piezotube has emerged as a simple and widely used technique. The tube scanners can
be relatively easily installed inside any electron microscopes and can serve as a basis of a simple home-made
manipulation system [13]. A serious drawback of the piezotube scanners is a crosstalk and spherical
coordinates of X-Y movement. A special design of piezoscanner mechanics should be used to exclude all
degrees of freedom but one. As an example of advantageous solutions a flexure guidance system actuated by
a piezoelement can be mentioned. Modular principle of stacking and combining piezoscanners enables
building systems according to specific user requirements using commercially available components like e.g.
attocube scanners [14]. If independent X, Y and Z scanners are used, then the linear motion in Cartesian
coordinates can be realized.
There are several general drawbacks inherent to all piezoelectric scanners, including nonlinear response to
applied electric field, hysteresis, creep and depolarization with time [15]. Various hardware and software
solutions can be used to minimize these effects such as closed loop scanner equipped with position sensors
(electrical, optical, etc) or alternatively special scanner calibration, which compensate its hysteresis [16]. In
order to minimize a thermal drift most parts of the manipulation system should have similar thermal
expansion coefficients.
General requirement for nanomanipulation system is a rigid, compact and stable design. In order to minimize
a thermal drift most parts of the manipulation system should have similar thermal expansion coefficients.
Additional requirements arise for manipulation inside an electron microscope. No magnetic components
should be used in close proximity to the electron beam to avoid distortions of the image. Both samples and
probes should have sufficient electrical conductivity to exclude charging effect. Manipulator details should be
vacuum compatible, and detail surface should be of high processing quality, and details design should
exclude closed volumes to minimize degasing and accelerate vacuum pumping.

19.2.2 Force measurements
Utilization of nanomanipulation methods for tribological studies requires force detection capability. One way
is to use conventional AFM cantilevers with an external deflection detection systems [16-19] like e.g. optical
readout, where laser beam is reflected by a cantilever and angular deflection of the cantilever can be read out
by a position sensing photodetector. Another concept is based on self-actuating and self-sensing force probes
where electronic excitation and readout are used [20, 21], like piezoresistive cantilevers or electromechanical
resonators. The self-sensing probes are more convenient for applications inside SEM due to compact design,
fully digital-electronic control and simple integration into vacuum chamber.
Force sensors based on quartz tuning fork
One of the best electromechanical resonators is a quartz tuning fork (QTF), originally designed to serve as a
frequency standard in various devices. The QTF can be used as force sensors since oscillation parameters
(amplitude, frequency and phase) are correlated to the applied force. Due to the piezoelectric properties of
quartz crystal, oscillations in QTF sensors can be excited and registered electrically, making them small,
robust and simple to operate compared to optical force detection methods. Moreover, QTF force sensors have
several advantages: high mechanical quality Q factor, large spring constant and adjustable oscillation
amplitude and sensitivity [22]. For obtaining numerical values of force, QTF based sensor should be
calibrated [23, 24].
To make a force sensor suitable for measurements and manipulations inside SEM, sharp tip should be
attached to one prong of QTF and electrically connected with one of its electrodes [25]. General
recommendation for the tips used for the in situ nanomanipulations is sufficient conductivity to dissipate an
electric charge, which will unavoidably arise due to the electron beam and will disturb an image in case of
nonconductive objects.
The tip can be fabricated on QTF directly using Focused Ion Beam (FIB) technique [26], or the tip can be
glued to QTF sensor [27]. Tips can be made from different materials. For example, tungsten tips can be easily
prepared on-site by electrochemical etching [28]. However, sharp metallic tips can be plastically deformed
and therefore are suitable only for very fine manipulations where the forces in order of a few nN or smaller
are involved. Alternatively, conventional AFM cantilevers can be glued to QTF using optical microscope and
micromanipulators [25]. The tip of AFM cantilever is usually hidden below the cantilever and is not seen on
the SEM image, therefore both cantilever and the substrate should be tilted to make the tip visible from the
top during manipulations [25]. More convenient is to use cantilevers with the tip protruding from its end [29].
Such configuration makes the tip visible from the top (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. SEM image of QTF force sensor with cantilever having tip visible from the top (a). Zoomed image
(b).
Depending on how the tip is glued to QTF it is possible to work in normal and shear modes. In normal mode
the tip oscillates perpendicular to the substrate surface (figure 2a), whereas in shear mode the tip oscillates
parallel to the surface (figure 2b). Conventional AFM microscopes operate in normal mode only. In normal
mode the interpretation of force interaction of the tip with manipulated object is complicated, since the

directions of the tip movements and tip oscillations do not match. In shear mode the directions of the tip
movement and oscillation coincide, which is favourable for the displacement of the object and interpretation
of the interaction force. Shear mode is also approx. 5-10 times more sensitive at the same driving voltage.

Figure 2. Schematics of QTF force sensor for normal (a) and shear regime (b).
Akyama-probes
Recently self-sensing and self-actuating probes utilizing QTF in a combination with micromachined
cantilevers became commercially available. The original probe was invented by Terunobu Akiyama and
therefore called “Akiyama-probe” [30]. Akiyama-probe features a symmetrical arrangement of a U-shaped
silicon cantilever attached to both prongs of a QTF (fig. 3). The tuning fork serves as a high Q-factor
mechanical oscillatory force sensor. The ends of the QTF prongs are moving in-plane and have opposite
phases. This motion causes a small vibration at the glued ends of the cantilever, which always contains a Zcomponent (i.e., the axis of the tip) due to the twisting motion of the prongs (i.e., the cantilever disturbs the
symmetry of the TF). The cantilever amplifies the vibration and out-of-plane motion of the tip is obtained.
The direction of the Akiyama-probe tip oscillation is similar to conventional tapping mode AFM cantilevers.
However, the tip oscillates at QTF resonance frequency and not determined by the force constant of the
cantilever.

Figure 3. SEM image of Akyama probe. Copyright by NanoWorld AG
Piezoresistive cantilevers
Working principle of piezoresistive cantilevers is based on a property of piezoresistive materials to change
their bulk resistivity when mechanical stress is applied. Silicon is a well known piezoresistive material and
suitable for fabrication of cantilevers. There are different designs of piezoresistive cantilever.
In general, a silicon resistor made from doped silicon is placed on a U-shaped or single slab cantilever and
electrically isolated from it. The resistor is connected to an external DC-biased Wheatstone bridge, which
directly measures the deflection by measuring the cantilever’s resistance. Elastic deformation in piezoresistor
is proportional to voltages difference V1-V2=-VR/4R. The resistor can be placed near to the most highly

stressed region close to the base of the cantilever. The resistor should be made as thin as possible to ensure
maximal stress and consequently high piezoresistive response.
Alternatively, whole cantilever can be fabricated as a piezoresistor (fig. 4). In this case cantilever will
produce zero net piezoresistive response due to mutual compensation of stress on the top and bottom side of
the cantilever and zero total contribution to the change in resistance [31, 32].

Figure 4. Detection of piezoresistive cantilever deflection using Wheatstone bridge.

19.3 Section II: Manipulation of nanoparticles
Frictional properties of NPs were extensively studied in AFM-based manipulation experiments either in
contact or dynamic (oscillating) modes. Following a common AFM manipulation protocol, NPs are first
visualized in dynamic mode using a very gentle force. Then several manipulation strategies can be applied.
According to one method a tip is positioned behind the NP to be manipulated and the particle is pushed in
contact mode with disabled feedback whilst lateral force signal is recorded. Then image is taken again to
examine the result of manipulation [33]. Another contact method, so-called “tip-on-top”, was introduced by
Dietzel et al. [34]. In this method, the AFM tip is first positioned on top of the NP approximately at its centre
and certain normal force is applied. The tip is then moved aside and then the NP follows the tip motion. The
measured torsional signal (lateral force) is directly proportional to the interfacial friction between the particle
and the substrate. NP should be flattened to be manipulated by ”tip-on-top” method. In oscillating mode NPs
can be moved during the scanning process with enabled feedback when the amplitude of the tip oscillations is
increased above a certain threshold value [35]. Force applied on particle is proportional to the tip oscillation
amplitude. Tip oscillates perpendicular to the substrate plane, and lateral component of the applied force
pushing a NP parallel to the substrate plane depends on NP diameter and tip radius. Increasing the scan rate
above a certain value rather than increasing the oscillation amplitude also lead to displacement of NPs [36]. If
experiments are performed inside SEM then simultaneous force registration and visualisation of particle
movement is possible providing additional information and higher degree of control over the manipulation
procedure.

19.3.1 Contact area
It is known that the friction force at the nanoscale is proportional to the contact area (in the absence of wear)
[37]. When measuring friction in nanomanipulation experiments, roughness of a substrate is commonly
neglected and the substrate is assumed to be atomically flat. Then, depending of the particle shape, two cases
can be distinguished. If particle have well-defined facets, the contact area is considered to be simply equal to
the surface area of the facet in contact with the substrate. The same is valid for surface area of the base of
flattened particles (also called “nanoislands” [34]). Static friction force can then be calculated from simple
relation Ffriction=τSr, where τ is the interfacial shear stress/strength and Sr is the contact area [38]. The shear
strength is defined as an ultimate shear stress τ before the object starts to move or slips and can be estimated
using the relation τtheo = G* / Z between the theoretical shear strength and the combined shear modulus,

G*  [(2  1 ) / G1  (2  2 ) / G2 ]1 , where G1, 2  E1, 2 / 2(1  1, 2 ) [39]. Z is an empirical material-dependent coefficient

ranging from 5 to 30 [40].
The situation is different for a spherical particle. Spherical particle (nanoball) is a special case of a particle
having geometrical point contact with the substrate. However for real systems the contact area is always finite
and typically can be estimated on the basis of continuum elasticity models for deformable spheres such as
JKR [41] or DMT-M model [42]. According to Tabor [43], the choice of the most suitable model is
determined by the parameter:
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where R is the radius of the sphere, γ is the work of adhesion, and z0 is the equilibrium spacing for the
Lennard-Jones potential of the surfaces. K is the combined elastic modulus of the sphere and substrate,
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in which ν1,2 and E1,2 are the Poisson ratios and Young
moduli of the substrate and sphere, respectively. For small η, the DMT-M theory is more appropriate.
According to the DMT-M model, the contact area ADMT-M is expressed:
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In the next sections two particular works on real-time manipulation of faceted and rounded NPs are
described.

19.3.2 Manipulation of polyhedron-like nanoparticles
Vlassov et. al. [25]. applied in situ nanomanipulation technique to study static friction of chemically
synthesized Au NPs of 150 nm diameter on oxidized silicon wafers inside SEM. Manipulation set-up
consisted of a nanopositioner equipped with a self-made QTF-based force sensor.
Gold particles used in the experiment were, in general, not spherical and had facets of different geometries
(fig. 5a). Therefore the contact area between the particle and the surface also varied from particle to particle.
Contact areas and static friction values were estimated analytically considering common geometries of the
particles used in experiment [6] (Table 1). It should be noted that the real particles often exhibit truncated
edges and apexes. Moreover NPs were annealed at 500oC to remove surfactant. Thermal treatment may lead
to rounding of particles [25]. Therefore, the contact areas and static frictions should be generally lower than
the maximal values listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Estimated static friction forces for 150 nm Au particles of different geometries.
Shape
Contact area, nm2
Static friction, nN
Tetrahedral

9743

2768

Decahedral

3652

1038

Icosahedral

2693

765

In the manipulation experiment the particles were firstly displaced (“kicked”) by an abrupt tip motion to a
fresh site in order to reduce the initial adhesion. Initial displacement was followed by controlled manipulation
of the particle by pushing it with oscillating tip in the scan regime with simultaneous force recording. During
manipulation, the tip moved parallel to the surface along a straight line without feedback loop.

Significant force should be applied to overcome the static friction and displace an Au NP. After displacement
NPs move easily at very small applied force. This finding is in agreement with other studies that have
demonstrated that the kinetic friction vanishes for clean surfaces in vacuum [44]. Nonstop motion of NPs
during the manipulation was an essential condition for staying in the vanishing friction regime; rested NPs
had a tendency to adhere strongly to the substrate. Static friction was measured for 19 NPs and ranged from
50 to 750 nN (Fig. 5b).

Figure 5. SEM micrograph of Au NPs (a); Distribution of the static friction force for Au NPs (b).
It should be noted that for some particles the oscillation amplitude dropped to zero during manipulation,
which corresponded to a force higher than 1500–2500 nN (depending on the particular sensor). Variations in
the experimental values of static friction were explained by the different contact areas between a particle and
a substrate due to different shapes of the NPs.

19.3.3 Manipulation of Silver Nanosballs and Nanodumbbells
Similar manipulation technique was used for manipulation of silver nanoballs and dumbbells. Balls and
dumbbells were produced by pulsed laser induced partial melting of 100 nm diameter silver NWs deposited
on an oxidized silicon wafer [45]. Due to concentration of electric field on a NW ends, silver melts and
affected by surface tension rounded structures are formed on both ends of a NW. If a NW was short enough, a
single “nanoball” was created (figure 6).

Figure 6. Nanoballs and dumbbels nanostructures produced by laser processing of Ag NWs (a) and Au NWs
(b, c).

Friction was measured with a QTF-based force sensor operated in the shear mode. Nanoballs were first
displaced by abrupt motion of the tip and then static friction was measured in one-line slow scan. A typical
manipulation force curve is shown in figure 7.
As it can be seen that the force needed to overcome the static friction (Fst=162 nN) and displace the nanoball
(region b-c in fig. 7) is significantly higher than the force needed to maintain the motion (region c-d-e in fig.
7). Kinetic friction force in this particular case spontaneously decreased from Fkin=26 nN to 7 nN (fig. 7),
which can be attributed to switching between sliding and rolling types of motion. Such behaviour was not
typical and was observed only in few cases.

Figure 7. Manipulation of a silver nanoball. The tip approaches the nanoball (a-b). Nanoball is displaced (c)
and continuously moved by the tip (c-d-e). Corresponding tip-nanoball force interaction data recorded by
QTF sensor (f). Solid black arrow indicates tip motion, while dashed line indicates tip oscillation direction.
Direction of NP movement indicated by short arrows.
Assuming the following parameters for silicon and silver: E1 = 71.7 GPa, ν1 = 0.17, E2 = 82.5 GPa, ν2 = 0.36, γ
= 50 mJ/m2 [36, 46], R = 200 nm and z0 = 0.3 nm, we obtained η ≈ 0.22. For such η, the DMT-M theory is
more appropriate. According to the DMT-M model, the contact area for 400 nm spherical Ag NPs is ADMT-M ≈
117 nm2. Then for Z in the range from 5 to 30 [40] calculated ultimate static friction Ffriction=τSr ranging from
34 to 205 nN. Experimentally measured static friction force having value 65 nN agrees well with the
calculated range of friction force.
The same manipulation technique was then applied to Ag nanodumbells. Nanodumbbells of 1-2 m in length
can be roughly considered as two spheroids NPs connected by a NW. It should be noted, that rounded ends of
dumbbells usually had significant deviations from ideal spherical shape in most cases (due to contact angle of
liquid metal droplet with substrate) and DMT-M model for sphere was not valid anymore. However,
dumbbell ends ensure relatively small contact area and therefore reduced adhesion and static friction. For
example, displacement of untreated uniform Ag NWs on a flat silicon substrate is almost impossible without
severe damage and plastic deformation of NW. Moreover, for dumbbell-type structures both rolling and
sliding motions are possible, which can be distinguished visually when manipulated inside SEM. It makes
them attractive objects for nanotribological studies by manipulations.
Typical DB manipulation experiment is shown at fig. 8. Significant static friction force (Fst=1050 nN) should
be overcame to displace the DB. In particular case the DB rolled over first (fig. 8 a-b), and then rotated
around one end (fig. 8 c-d). In some cases one end completely lost contact with the substrate and dumbbell
rotated around adhered end out of substrate plane. If both ends of dumbbell lost contact with the substrate,
dumbbell flew away. In many cases static friction was high enough to keep one end fixed which led to plastic
deformation of the dumbbell during manipulation. Long range rolling of Ag dumbbells was never observed,
while rolling up to approx. 90° however was registered frequently.

Figure 8. Manipulation of a silver nanodumbbell. The dumbbell rolls over approx. 90° deg (a-b), then rotates
around one of its “balls” (bottom ball, b-c-d), and finally runs into NW (d). Arrows indicate the motion type.
Corresponding tip-dumbbell force interaction data recorded by a QTF sensor (e).
As it was demonstrated above, SEM assisted visual guiding is equally useful for manipulation of both NPs
and elongated objects by probe-equipped force sensor.

19.4 Section III: Manipulation of Nanowires
There is a number of experimental methods and theoretical models for investigation and description of
mechanical properties of NWs and nanotubes (NTs). Nevertheless, only a very few works have focused on
measuring the static or kinetic friction of NWs (or NTs) on a flat substrate. Manoharan et al. performed a
study that examined NW-substrate adhesion and friction of long ZnO NWs on a silicon substrate [47]. They
examined the friction force during dragging of a NW (parallel to its axis) at various loadings. However, most
of the friction measurements on NTs and NWs were performed using a conventional AFM at ambient
conditions. Hsu et al. manipulated BN NW on a silicon substrate and simultaneously measured the lateral
force [48]. Falvo et al. studied sliding and the rotation of multiwall carbon NTs on HOPG using lateral force
AFM microscopy [49]. It is necessary to emphasise that visual guidance for NW manipulation experiments is
even more critical in comparison to NPs manipulation. Only a short or very stiff NW behaves as a rigid rod
during manipulation (slides or rotates as a rigid object without bending). High aspect ratio NWs can be bent
significantly during manipulation and even broken if static or kinetic friction force exceeds NW bending
strength. In situ manipulation can reveal evolution of the NW profile bending in contrast to AFM
manipulation in which only the initial and final positions of the NW are obtained. In the following section we
will demonstrate, that combination of in situ SEM visual observation and mathematical modelling of NWs
elastic bending during manipulation can be a powerful tool for tribological investigations.

19.4.1 Elastic beam theory employed for tribomechanical studies of nanowires
Theoretical methods for investigation of NW’s mechanical and tribological properties commonly employ the
framework of classical physics and range from simplest Newton’s mass point models [50] to continuum
models and finite element method (FEM) calculations [51]. Due to the relatively large sizes of the systems
(which may account in millions of atoms), application of molecular dynamics is limited to NW with

dimensions of several nm. Therefore, the continuum approach is attractive for NW modelling because of
extensively developed applicable analytical and numerical methods with different levels of accuracy.
One of the most typical deformations of NW is elastic bending. Using the assumption of pure elastic bending,
it is possible to investigate many important properties of NW exposed to the friction and other forces
occurring during manipulations. The advantage of this assumption is its relative simplicity, which we will
demonstrate throughout the current section.
The most known model based on the assumption of pure elastic bending is Timoshenko elastic beam theory
(EBT) [52]. It combines the equilibrium equations of a continuum body with the laws of linear elasticity
approximated for one-dimensional structure. In the particular case considered, the bending profile of a NW
comes as a result of the interplay between elastic, friction, and other external forces distributed along the NW
with certain densities. The EBT can assist to measure NW-substrate friction.
The present section will include description of several methods of theoretical approach to NW-on-substrate
friction during and after manipulations together with some experimental examples [53-55]. These methods
enable to gather information on NW-substrate distributed static and kinetic friction as a functions along NW’s
length, ultimate static friction, as well as NW flexural strength at the breaking point. Additionally, the case of
a NW half-suspended on a trench will be considered that enables measuring Young’s modulus for individual
NWs and can be used as an alternative way to measure the ultimate static friction.
Elastic forces
Let us consider a prismatic-shaped NW of length L and diameter D, bent under external in-plane forces (fig.
9). For the implementation of the EBT we will need to introduce variables of the force and momentum of
elastic stresses in a cross section of the NW. They represent the force and momentum between the elastically
deformed sides of the NW at an imaginary cut, and will be designated as F and M, respectively. Their
components can be written as integrals over the cross section area S at any given point l of NW axis [52, 56]:

Fi    i n dS
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where σαβ are the components of stress tensor, nγ are the components of the normal vector to the element of
cross section area dS, rα are the components of the radius vector from the axial point l and eαβγ represents the
unit anti-symmetric tensor. Both the elastic force F and the momentum M are considered as functions of the
coordinate l along the NW axis (fig. 9).

Figure 9. Schematics of a NW of length L and diameter D held in a bent state by in-plane distributed lateral
force f. Fixed coordinates system Oxyz and local coordinate basis (t,n) along the NW axis l are used. Angle
between the tangent vector t and axis Ox is denoted as φ.
Here and below we assume that the NW is undergoing a pure bending deformation. This can be a good
approximation for the given problem provided the external forces are close to the normal direction of the NW

axis and lie on the same plane as the NW itself. It assures the negligibly small tensile, compressive and
twisting deformations. The case of the pure bending of prismatic shaped NW yields the following equation
for momentum in the framework of linear isotropic elasticity [56]:

M  EIt 

dt
,
dl

(5)

where E is the Young modulus of the NW, I is the area moment of inertia of the NW, and t is the tangent
vector of the NW axis. Equation (5) describes the momentum of elastic forces inside a NW bent purely with
the given curvature. It can be projected to the Oz axis and rewritten as

M  EI

d
 EI ,
dl

(6)

where φ(l) is the tangent angle function over the length of the NW and κ(l) = 1/R(l) = dφ/dl is the curvature
function related to the local radius of curvature R(l). Physical meaning of Eqs. (5) and (6) for pure bending
deformation is of similar kind as Hooke’s law for an elastic spring. In fact, this is the “Hooke’s law” written
for the specific case, where κ plays a role of “displacement”, M means “elastic force” of restoration, and EI is
a “spring constant” (which is sometimes referred to as flexural rigidity).
By following this analogy we can obtain the expressions for elastic energy per unit length ust and total elastic
energy Ust of the bent NW can be calculated, respectively, as
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It must be noted, that single crystalline solids possess anisotropic elastic properties and therefore should be
described with multiple elastic moduli. However, due to simplicity, the isotropic model is often used.
Although this approximation of isotropic body is acceptable in the most cases, it is important to keep in mind
that isotropic elastic moduli describe only “effective” elastic properties in the specific axes of deformation.
Cross-section and contact area
Elastic response of a NW is directly related to its geometry (cross section), particularly the diameter D. In its
turn the NW cross section determines the NW-substrate contact area that essentially determines the NWsubstrate friction.
Typical cross section geometries of NWs can be roughly classified as polygonal and round cross sections. For
example, hexagonal cross section yields I  5 3D 4 / 256 . Contact regions for polygonal shapes are easily
defined. Determination of contact region for circular cross section is a non-trivial problem that requires
employment of contact mechanics.
It should be noted that from the expression for I, which scales as power 4 of the NW lateral dimensions, it is
evident that an accurate measurement of NW cross section geometry is crucial for correct application of EBT.
In the literature for simplicity reasons a round cross section is often assumed instead of the real polygonal
one. Moreover, possible distortions of the NW cross section are commonly not taken into account. However,
even an accurate measurement of NW diameter is not trivial task due to technical issues not mentioning the
measurements of the cross section distortions.
Friction and other external forces
External forces acting on a NW may have different origins: friction, adhesion, actuator load etc. In the case of
pure bending of a NW on a flat substrate the lateral forces will play the major role, whereas normal forces can
be neglected.
The forces can be distributed or concentrated. A distributed force can be defined as a continuous function f(l)
along the NW. Then f(l)dl corresponds to the force exerted on an infinitesimal element dl in the point l of the

NW. Friction forces are a typical example of the distributed external forces, which may vary from point to
point. The concentrated force f0 can be expressed in the same manner via Dirac’s delta-function as f(l)=f0δ(ll0). Concentrated forces in NWs commonly occur as a result of a load from an external actuator (e.g.
manipulator’s tip).
Boundary conditions
Boundary conditions for the elastic momentum and force in the NW depend on the specific situation. For a
free end of NW the conditions F=0 and M=0 must be satisfied. In a typical case if the NW end is pushed by
an actuator, then the boundary value of F is defined and non-zero, while M=0 as there is no tip-induced
momentum.
Equilibrium of the nanowire
Let us now consider a NW in mechanical equilibrium due to the interplay of intrinsic elastic force in the NW
and the external forces of various origins. The full system of equilibrium equations for the NW involve
conditions for the elastic force F and momentum M [56]:

dF
 f
dl
,
dM
 t  F
dl

(9)
(10)

where f is the distributed external force per unit length. Equation (9)can be interpreted as the condition of
zero total force dF+fdl=0 acting on a prismatic element dl of the NW. The other equation reflects the
condition of zero total momentum, respectively. It can be clearly seen since M has always the same direction
Oz (perpendicular to the bending plane) and the right-hand side of the equation (10) has magnitude of the
normal component of the force Fn=F·n. Therefore, it can be rewritten as dM+Fndl=0, which had to be
demonstrated.
General view on the NW flexural mechanics can be summarized in a form of diagram (fig. 10), disclosing the
internal factors of elastic response and external forces of various nature being in mutual equilibrium. In other
words, the bending profile of resting, being displaced or uniformly moving NW can be calculated from
condition of balance of NW elastic response (if Young modulus and cross section are known) and external
forces (friction forces and applied actuator force). Respectively, an inverse problem can be solved,
determination of friction force if bending profile and elastic response of NW are known. It should be noted
that even the kinetic friction can be analysed with the equilibrium equations providing the NW is moving
uniformly.

Figure 10. Logical scheme describing the intrinsic and external factors for elastically bent NW to be in
mechanical equilibrium.

19.4.2 Nanowire loaded at one end
In this subsection it will be demonstrated that situation of NW loaded at one end can be used for calculation
of both static friction and Young modulus.
Model
Let us consider a specific situation, when initially straight NW was loaded at the end and a part of the NW
was fixed to the substrate by static friction (see fig. 11). The mobile part of the NW undergoes kinetic friction
and the concentrated load force. The distributed force f consists of the kinetic friction force qkin per unit
length distributed uniformly along the moving part of the NW:

f  q kin .

(11)

Zero elastic force and momentum at the NW’s free end dictate the boundary conditions:

F l L  Fapllat

(12)

M l L  0

(13)

kin

.
And elastic force F according to Eq. (9) yields together with Eq. (11):
kin

F  q kin  (l  Lkin )  Fapllat

(14)

.

Finally the equation for  (l ) describing the profile of NW with boundary conditions:

d 2
 {q kin (l  Lkin )  Fapllat }  cos(   )
dl 2

EI

 l 0  0

d
dl

(15)

(16)

0,

(17)

l Lkin

where Eq. (16)defines orientation of the NW with respect to the coordinate system, Eq. (17) follows directly
from Eq. (13) and Eq. (12) is automatically satisfied.
Motionless (“static”) part of the NW is assumed to be a rigid rod of length Lst with 2 degrees of freedom: axis
Oy and rotation angle in the plane Oxy. Values of elastic force Fy|l=0 and momentum M|l=0 at the start point of
the motionless region follow from the solution of Eqs. (15) , (16) and (17) for continuity reasons. For
simplicity we assume that the interfacial stress between the NW and substrate and consequently the static
st
friction force is distributed linearly along the linearly rotated static part of the NW: qy (l)  a  l  b , where a
and b are unknown constants. For the equilibrium of the NW, conditions for total force and momentum yield
a system of two equations:
Lst

Fy

l 0

  q sty (l )dl 

(18)

0
Lst

M l  0   q sty (l )l dl 

(19)

0

,
st
which easily determine a and b. This allows to find such parameters as maximal static friction qmax
| b | and
L

st
averaged static friction qavg


1 st st
| q y (l ) | dl  .
Lst 0

In the particular case, when the kinetic friction is absent or negligible qkin=0, we have situation of halfsuspended NW loaded at the protruding end. This case is sometimes referred as “clamped” or “cantilevered
beam” in textbooks.

Figure 11. Schematics of a NW loaded by concentrated force Fapl-lat at the end in point Lkin. NW is halfsuspended and friction-free at the protruding part (a). NW is affected by distributed kinetic friction force qkin
on the interval (0, Lkin) along l axis (b). The left end is fixed by strong static friction force qst on the interval
(0, Lst) along l’ axis. Angle between the tangent vector and axis Ox is denoted as φ and Fapl-lat is directed by
angle θ to Oy axis.
Young modulus measurements
As it was previously demonstrated, Young modulus is an essential parameter in the framework of EBT.
Typically bulk values or values found in literature are used in tribological studies of NWs. However,
considering high scattering of mechanical properties [57] and the fact that they depend on a quality of
material and synthesis conditions, it is more accurate to measure Young modulus for a particular set of NWs
or even for each single NW separately.
Polyakov et al. measured elastic properties and ultimate strength of ZnO and CuO NWs [53, 57] halfsuspended on the edge of a trench in a patterned silicon wafer as shown in Fig. 12. The cantilevered beam
bending technique [58] was then applied to determine Young’s modulus and bending strength. The fixed part
of the NW stayed motionless due to high adhesion. The suspended part of the NW was pushed by the tip of
the QTF-based force sensor. Sensor signal and the grabbed SEM images were recorded simultaneously
during the experiment. To process the data in order to find the value of Young’s modulus, the SEM image of
the NW profile was numerically fitted to the curve given by Eq. (15). A typical force curve and the
corresponding SEM images are presented in Fig. 12. Integral static friction force in adhered part was usually
higher than applied force and no displacement of NW was observed besides few cases for very short adhered
part. Often, internal stress inside NW generated by applied force exceeded NW ultimate strength and caused
rupture of NW (Fig. 13). Measurements carried out on 9 CuO NWs and 14 ZnO NWs resulted in an average
Young’s moduli of 204 GPa and 58 GPa respecively. The average bending strengths of CuO and ZnO NWs
were found to be 8.2 GPa and 4.4 GPa.

Figure 12. Young’s modulus measurement of a CuO NW. Arrows indicate direction of the tip movement.
Sequence of SEM images of CuO NW bending (a)–(d) and the corresponding force curve (e).

Figure 13. Bending strength measurement of a CuO NW. Arrows indicate the direction of tip movement.
Sequence of SEM images of bent and broken NW (a)−(d) and the corresponding force curve (e).
Static friction
High friction involved in NW manipulation on a flat substrate restrains the use of QTF based force sensors.
However if experiment performed inside SEM and elastic properties of NW are known the NW itself can
serve as a force sensor for measurements of friction forces.
In the method introduced by Polyakov et al. [54] the NW-substrate static friction can be calculated by fitting
of an experimentally found bending profile to the theoretical profile of a NW lying on a flat substrate and
pushed from one end, while the second end is fixed by static friction. The adhered end of the NW stays
motionless as long as the applied external force Fapl-lat does not exceed the total static friction force. When the
elastic force overcomes the total static friction force, the whole NW is displaced. The NW bending profile (or
the profile in the “most bent state”) just before complete displacement of the NW is then used for fitting to
find the maximum static friction and average static friction, which determine the total static friction force.
The described method was applied to study the static friction of ZnO NWs on oxidized silicon wafer. Fig. 14
represents a typical manipulation experiment. The NW “most bent state” profile of the whole NW was
calculated according to Eq. (15) and laid over the SEM image (fig. 14c). From the elastic deformation of the

NW the generated elastic force F and momentum M were calculated, enabling to find counteracting friction
forces in the adhered part.

Figure 14. Series of SEM images of the ZnO NW bent by AFM tip from one end while other end is adhered to
the substrate by static force. Intact NW (a); partially displaced NW (b); “most bent state” of the NW with
fitting profile lied over the NW image (c); completely displaced NW (d).
st
The median value of the averaged static friction was qavg
∼5 nN/nm for 39 measured ZnO NWs. The

st
corresponding value of averaged static shear stress was  avg
∼67 MPa. Many NWs were bent up to 90◦ deg

before displacement, but some NWs broke during bending. Fractured NWs did not necessarily break in the
maximal tensile strain region but in any region with a structural defect. The median value of tensile stress in
successfully displaced NWs was tens-displ ∼2.6 GPa (for a set of 32 NWs), while in broken NWs, tens-fract
∼3.3 GPa (for a set of 21 NWs).
Effect of a substrate roughness on static friction
It is known, that for typical surfaces, macroscopic dry friction is usually nearly independent of the surface
roughness, unless the surfaces are either very rough or very smooth [59]. However, in nanoscopic systems,
roughness of the contacting surfaces is directly associated to the actual contact area and the average distance
between them, determining magnitude of van der Waals (vdW) force, which plays the same role as external
loading force or gravity at the macroscale. The effect of nanoscale roughness on adhesion for MEMS has
been addressed in many works [60, 61].
Polyakov et al applied previously described “NW loaded at one end” approach for investigation of the effect
of surface roughness on the CuO NW-substrate static friction [62]. Four substrates of roughness RRMS ranging
from 0.7 nm to 16.1 nm were prepared by chemical etching of amorphous silicon. CuO NWs were
manipulated according to the scheme shown at fig. 14.
Four distinct scenarios of the NW behaviour during manipulation were observed. At high static friction
forces, NWs either could not be displaced at all or broke into shorter fragments without bending (“crashed or
motionless”). At lower static friction, NWs were gradually displaced from one end of the NW with the other
end fixed by the static friction (“bent and displaced”). If the static friction force exceeded the ultimate
strength of the NW, the NW broke (“bent and broken”). If static friction force was smaller than the NW
interfacial shear strength, the NW was displaced as a rigid object (“zero friction”). Only in the second
scenario (“bent and displaced”) the “most bent state” of the NW could be registered and static friction can be
analysed quantitatively. Nevertheless, visual observation of NW behaviour on substrate with different
roughness provides valuable qualitative information of static friction. Frequency of occurrence of one or
another scenario is summarized on the graph in fig. 15.

Figure 15. Statistics of NW behaviour during manipulation on substrates of different roughness.
From the given graph it is evident, that nanoscale roughness has a great impact on static friction for
nanostructures. It can be explained considering that the smaller the roughness of the surfaces, the “closer” the
two surfaces can be. It leads to higher vdW force, and consequently, higher adhesion and static friction.
Numerical values of the static friction forces calculated for the cases when the NW was bent and displaced
using its “most bent state” profile gives an approximately order of magnitude difference between smooth and
st
most rough substrates. Data on averaged static friction qavg
for all substrates are summarized in Table 3. It is
necessary to note that used statistics does not account the case of “zero static friction” (friction below the
sensitivity of the method) and motionless NWs (friction beyond the applicability of the method), which
means that actual difference should be even higher.
RRMS, nm
Substrate Nr.
Aver. static friction, nN/nm
1. Smooth
0.7
5.8
2. Small roughness
2.1
3.9
3. Medium roughness
5.4
1.4
4. High roughness
16.1
0.6
Table 3. Effect of substrate roughness on NW-substrate static friction.

19.4.3 Nanowire pushed in the midpoint: kinetic friction
At the moment when the nanomanipulator’s tip starts to push the NW in the middle point, the static friction
force qst is distributed over a portion of the NW of unknown length, which may be smaller than the entire NW
length L (Fig. 16a). Only a fraction l´ of the NW where the applied force exceeds the ultimate value of the
distributed static friction force (corresponding to the maximum shear strength) is displaced by the tip (Fig.
16b). Static friction acts on the intact part of the NW of length L−l´, while kinetic friction affects the
displaced portion l´ of the NW. For a partially displaced NW, the effective friction force is the combination of
the static qst and kinetic qkin friction forces. It is difficult to measure length of the kinetic part of the NW and
to analyse the contribution of the static and kinetic friction forces during the initial stage of NW

displacement. Upon further displacement of the NW (uniform translation), we consider the friction force as
purely kinetic and uniformly distributed along the length of the NW (Fig. 16c).

Figure 16. NW pushed at the midpoint by concentrated force Fapl-lat. NW does not move until the applied
force exceeds maximal static friction or shear strength (a). Partially displaced NW (b). Entirely displaced
NW. Kinetic friction force qkin equally distributed over NW length (c). Fixed coordinate system Oxyz and
local coordinate basis (t,n) along the NW axis l. Angle between the tangent vector t and axis Ox is denoted as
φ.
Model
If a NW is being uniformly dragged at its midpoint without rolling and all parts of the NW have the same
constant velocity, the equilibrium equations Eqs. (13) and (14) are still applicable due to the principle of
relativity.
In this case, the profile of the deformed NW is determined by the balance of the external driving tip force, the
kinetic friction between the NW and the substrate and the intrinsic elastic forces of the NW. The distributed
driving force Fapl-lat can be modelled via the delta function, and the kinetic friction qkin maintains a constant
vector opposite to the direction of motion and Fapl-lat (fig. 11):

 L
f  q kin  Fapllat    l  ,
 2
where  (x) is Dirac’s delta-function.

(20)

The condition of zero total force yields Fapl-lat=-qkinL.
Zero elastic force and momentum at the free ends of the NW dictate the boundary conditions:

F l 0  F l L  0

(21)

M l 0  M l  L  0

(22)
.
The differential equation of “kinetic” equilibrium of the NW on the interval (0, L) directly follows from Eqs.
(5), (9) and (10):

IE


d 2
 L 
 q kin l  LH  l   cos  ,
2
dl
 2 


(23)

where H(x) is the Heaviside step function. The Eq. (23) can be solved numerically in order to obtain the NW
profile. It is easy to check that the solution of Eq. (23) together with the initial condition φ′(0)=0 fully
complies with the free boundary conditions Eqs. (21) and (22).

Kinetic friction
Polyakov et. al utilized the described model [55] to calculate distributed kinetic friction of ZnO NWs on a flat
surfaces (HOPG or silicon wafer) inside SEM. The NW was translated along the substrate surface by pushing
it at its midpoint with AFM tip (Fig. 17). NW profile during translation was used to determine the kinetic
friction force distributed along the NW by fitting it to theoretical profile calculated using Eq. (23). The
measurements were performed for a set of 8 NWs on silicon wafer and for 6 NWs on HOPG. Interfacial shear
stress σkin were found to be 3.2 MPa and 2.75 MPa respectively. These values are in average about twenty
st
times lower than static interfacial stress (  avg
∼67 MPa) for ZnO NWs on silicon wafer [54]. It agrees well
with known fact that for nanoscale objects static friction is commonly significantly higher than kinetic
friction [34].

Figure 17. Sequence of SEM images of the ZnO NW dragged by AFM tip on HOPG substrate. The arrow
indicates the direction of tip movement (a); partially displaced NW (b); completely displaced NW (c);
constant characteristic profile during NW motion (d).

19.4.4 Redistributed static friction of a bent nanowire relaxed after manipulation
Static friction can hold an elastically bent NW on a flat surface in a deformed state after the removal of
external load. The first attempt to use the profile of the elastically bent NW for calculation of static friction
was made by Bordag et. al [63]. They assumed the most bent part of an arc-shaped InAs NW to be circular
and used the bending curvature as a basis for the static friction calculation. Then Strus et. al [64] introduced a
method, where an AFM image of bent CNT was used for determining the static friction and elastic stresses in
the framework of the EBT. Stan [65] used parabolas to fit through a defined region of the NW centreline for
the analysis with Strus’ equilibrium expressions.
Below we will consider elaborated method proposed by Dorogin et al. [9, 66] for modelling of the distributed
static friction force in the frameworks of the EBT. Method benefits from fully satisfied boundary conditions
and complete equilibrium equations, which enables to apply it for analysis of complex shaped NWs.
Model
The equations of equilibrium for an elastically bent NW held in a bent state by distributed static friction force
f(l)=qst(l) give (see fig. 9):

dFt
 Fn  qtst
dl
dFn
 Ft  qnst
dl
d
EI
  Fn
dl

(24)
(25)
(26)

st

st

where Ft and Fn are the projections of elastic force F, qt and qn are the projections of qst to the local
coordinates (t, n).
The complete set of boundary conditions Eqs. (21) and (22) applied to the system of Eqs. (24), (25) and (26)
yields:

 ||l 0 
  |l L  0

l 0  |l  L  0
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We will extend the system of 3 equilibrium equations (24), (25) and (26) for 4 unknown functions (Ft, Fn,
qtst and qnst ) with the condition of absence of the tangential component of the friction qtst  0 . Thus the
st
system of equations has become complete and can be easily solved for Ft and qn :

l

Ft   EI  
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d
2
dl   EI
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,
st
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(29)

(30)

with the initial condition Ft|l=0 = 0. The absence of a tangential friction component does not lead to the
vanishing of Ft which is directly linked with Fn according to the Eq. (24) and is necessary for the exact NW
equilibrium.
It is important to note that the assumption qtst  0 was dictated by the consideration that the direction of qst
should be close to the direction at which the NW tends to unbend. This “unbending” direction
st
correspondingly lies close to normal to the NW’s line. Formally it means that the integral contribution of qt
st
along the length of the NW is much smaller than that of qn . Moreover, the tangential component of the force
does not contribute to the bending in the framework of the current model (as can be seen from Eq. (10)) and
is considered to be a small effect of higher order.

Redistributed static friction
By using the above described model the equilibrium of NW elastically bent on a flat surface can be employed
for calculation of static force distribution qst(l) as shown in Eq. (30), which in turn is determined by the
curvature κ(l). Therefore, extraction of a differentiable curvature function is needed, which can be realized in
the following procedure: 1) NW centreline vectorization; and 2) interpolation of tangent angle φ(l) and
curvature κ(l).
The first stage of centreline vectorization belongs merely to digital image processing and will not be
considered. The output of the vectorization stage is a set of n discrete points (xi , yi), representing the NW
centreline.
In the second stage, differential analysis of the centreline is needed to convert the Cartesian coordinates (xi,
yi) to natural coordinates (li, φi), which are more suitable for the subsequent calculations. The discrete mesh
for subsequent interpolation of φ(l) is produced with the following expressions:

 yi 1  yi 
, 1  i  n  1
 xi 1  xi 

i  tan 1 

(31)

li  li 1  ( xi  xi 1 )2  ( yi  yi 1 )2 , 2  i  n

(32)

where l1 = 0.
Correct choice of the interpolation function is important due to the errors, which may arise during the
identification and differentiation of the centreline curve. Regular polynomial interpolation would likely break
the boundary conditions Eqs. (27)and (28). The interpolation of φ(l) can be performed through the curvature
κ(l) with the linear combination of the selected polynomial functions as follows:

N
d
  (l )   Ail i  2 ( L  l )2 ,
dl
i 0

(33)

where Ai are coefficients to be determined by the numerical interpolation. It is apparent that φ(l) defined
according to Eq. (33) complies with the boundary conditions Eqs. (27) and (28).
NW-substrate interaction can be characterized directly by the friction distribution and indirectly by the elastic
energy stored in the bent NW. The stronger the NW-substrate friction interaction, the higher the strain energy
can be conserved in the elastically bent NW. It is notable that energy distribution can be calculated with
higher accuracy compared to the friction force distribution due to its dependence on the NW curvature κ(l)
and not on the curvature’s derivatives.
Dorogin et. al [9] applied the described method to ZnO NW manipulated to arc shape on a silicon wafer and
st
calculated the static friction force qn together with distributed elastic energy ust along the wire. NW was
pushed near its midpoint perpendicular to the NW axis by an AFM tip inside SEM. Over several microns of
travel, the initially straight profile of the NW transformed into the characteristic arc shape. After the removal
of the tip, the NW relaxed and came to equilibrium non-straight shape determined by the interplay of elastic
and friction forces (fig. 18 a).
From the fig. 18 b it is clearly seen that static friction distribution has non-trivial wavy profile. While ust has
st
only one extremum near the NW centre, the distributed friction qn has three extrema of different signs. This
evidences a non-local character of the NW-substrate friction. Moreover, the model enables certain cases when
qnst has absolute maxima near the NW ends, rather than in the middle where the absolute maximum strain is
located. Consequently, it is impossible to judge where the maximum friction is applied without detailed
analysis in the framework of the presented distributed NW friction model.

Figure 18. SEM image of ZnO NW in a bent state self-balanced by static friction (a). Calculated distributed
static friction along the NW (b). Elastic energy distribution along the NW (c).

19.5 Specific problems of manipulations inside SEM
There are several issues to keep in mind when planning experiments inside SEM. First, typical scanning rate
of the electron beam is limited to a few Hz, therefore only relatively slow processes can be visualized.
Another limitation is associated with SEM resolution. Resolution and signal intensity are reversely
proportional to scanning speed. Visible dimensions of the nanostructures at magnification close to the
resolution limit are sensitive to brightness/contrast settings of a microscope. It can be problematic to identify
the exact shape of the NW cross section, for example, to distinguish between square and rectangular cross
sections or estimate degree of hexagon or pentagon distortions. Precise determination of NWs diameter and
cross section, however, is essential for correct measurement of the contact area and frictional forces in the
framework of EBT.

One more thing that should be taken into account is effect of electron beam on a substrate surface and
nanostructures. As it is well known, melting temperature of nanostructures decreases with decreasing their
diameter [67]. Focused e-beam is capable to introduce significant energy and cause partial melting of
nanostructures. Additional effects can be substrate surface activation or electrostatic charging, which also can
influence nanotribological experiments [68]. Degradation of some materials under electron beam should is
another issue. For example, electron beam produce severe defects in carbon based materials like graphene,
graphite and carbon nanotubes, or self-assembled monolayers of organic molecules, which are frequently
used for tribological experiments [69].
Another important problem is e-beam assisted carbon deposition [70]. High energy electrons can decompose
hydrocarbons molecules, which are present in the vacuum chamber and amorphous carbon can be deposited
on the areas exposed to electron beam for prolonged periods. Amount of deposited carbon depends on the
vacuum level, e-beam energy, the presence of hydrocarbon inside the chamber and exposition time.

19.6 Outlook
It was demonstrated that visual guidance during the nanomanipulations inside SEM is extremely helpful and
provides essential information on behaviour of manipulated nanostructures. Method is well suitable for
manipulation of nanoparticles and especially fruitful for elongated objects. In-SEM technique is not limited to
in-plane manipulations, but also capable of performing experiments in three dimensions. Moreover,
experiments are less time-consuming in comparison to AFM manipulations due to separation of visualization
and manipulation functions. Besides to the apparent advantages, there are certain peculiarities and limitations
that should be taken into account when planning experiment inside SEM.
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